THE CARAVAN IN DANGER
To stop his begging we divided what was left into two parts
—one for ourselves and one for him and his master—and left
them to settle the subdivision between them.
On the morning of the fifth day the animals had got
scattered in their search for buturga and it took two hours to
get them in. We spent the time trying to revive the sick
camel by putting menthol crystals in its nostrils. This was a
remedy Smig had recommended. The Mongols believe that,
at great heights, spirits hostile to travellers produce plants,
the mere presence of which causes mountain sickness.
The previous afternoon we had turned our backs on the
splendid lake, and ascended to a sloping plateau, bordered,
very far away, by high mountains. That day we continued to
ascend, Peter towing the sick camel along by pulling with the
whole weight of his body on the nose-rope. I called out:
"Oo-ok!" to encourage the animal, and flicked the bare skin
of its thighs with the whip. The brackish water must have
caused this unforeseen weakness, for it urinated unceasingly
as it went along. Suddenly the creature collapsed again, as
though every nerve was gone. Assa Khan went on, without
taking any interest—perhaps, I thought, because it was not
his camel. Were we going to lose this one as well as the
other? I revolted from the idea. I made a double half-
hitch with the halter so that Peter could get a better pull on
its head. At last it rose—but only to take the last few steps of
its life. . , ,
Then, at last, I understood. This was what the gobi
existed for. And what use was it to protest? You paid out
money for animals simply to "throw them on the gobi."
We went on without unnecessary delay. Slalom had to take
the second castaway's two cases. We followed the Turkis*
tracks. They had not helped us. They were not interested in
us except at meal-times. And now Slalom began to show
signs of weakness. His load had to be removed. Peter called
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